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Equipment

Glass handling
systems

Screen printers, conveyors, stackers and loading/unloading
systems are all part of the production of AISA,

a manufacturer of industrial glass processing machinery.
Over the past two decades, the firm has consistently invested
in research and development and today engineers complete

lines for windscreens, side windows, backlights
and quarterlights, which are characterised by high precision,

reliability and cost-efficiency.

Introduction
This year AISA is celebrating its

20th anniversary and its success as a leader in
the automotive and appliance glass handling
and processing field. Since manufacturing its
first glass handling robots and machines for the
Italian operations of PPG and Saint-Gobain,
AISA has grown, producing even more
complex systems and process machines. Today,
the company markets complete lines for
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windscreens, backlights, side windows and
quarterlights.

This has been possible because AISA has
continuously invested most of its profits in
research and development, in order to create
new solutions for the production, absolute
precision and reliability of its machinery, with
the aim of reducing both production and
operating costs. As a result, this has meant
continuous innovation in the fields in which
AISA has committed itself.
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Glass loading/unloading systems
For 15 years now, AISA has been making

glass loading/unloading systems for
windscreens, side windows, backlights and
tempering lines. In its early years, AISA
produced its own robot models, polar type and
gantry type, but today it uses commercial
standard robots, reserving its own products
only in special cases. What makes the
company’s products special are speed and
versatility, together with extremely short
changeover times and auto-adapting systems.

With respect to side windows, AISA’s gantry
type robot with two heads is capable of feeding
a bending lehr in less than 2 seconds. The
company’s machines can unload and palletise
the glass with paper interleafing, with a cycle
time of less than 3 to 7 seconds.  Thanks to a
special gripper, AISA palletisers are capable of
palletising windscreens from the printing line
of a single glass or of the already paired glass in
13 seconds. The system of backlights loading
and unloading can include curvature and
defrosting station check.

Conveyors
AISA’s conveyor range with roller or belt

(fish bone type) has completely eliminated the
drift problem common to plastic welded belts.
The control system stops the glass on the 90-
degree transfer conveyor at the right point with
good precision so that no squaring device is
required.

Stackers
AISA stackers do not use chains but rigid

telescopic racks that can hold from 20 to 90
parts, and do not require a pit in the floor.
Several models are offered, including those
from quarter lights to windscreens, with a step
control system directly on the rack in order to
prevent any positioning errors.

IR and UV ovens
A new infrared oven and cooling system has

been recently developed. In this new model, the

electric cabinet, the fans, the chiller and the
heat exchanger are positioned on a platform
situated over the oven itself, leaving space
around the oven completely free for other
purposes. The heating system has been
designed to allow maintenance by pulling out
the heating element without the need to lift the
head. This enables the operator to change the
IR heating element easily on the bench when
necessary, without having to work inside the
oven in a narrow space and without risking
damage to the heating elements.

Both medium wave and short wave can be
used to meet the customer requirements of
cycle time, temperature and conveyor speed.

New research is in progress to reduce the
length of the dryer and cooling sections and to
save energy with better results.

A careful study of IR pictures of the oven in
operation, in which the temperature of the
different parts can be seen, has permitted better
insulation to minimise loss of heat and to
prevent condensation.

Fig. 1
Windscreen
pairing and
palletising

system
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1,250 x 2,000 mm size. In addition, paired
windscreens 1,525 mm x 2,200 mm in size are
processed in a cycle time of 15-20 seconds.
• Precision

High printing precision and repeatability are
obtainable thanks to the rigid structure and to
the few mechanical parts in movement. The
printing head is fixed, while the screen moves
up and down for glass feeding clearance,
granting more rigidity as well as safety for the
operator. The registration repeatability obtained
with these solutions is a Cp greater than 2.

• Changeover
After careful study of all changeover

procedures, AISA machines have been
engineered to keep the time of these
procedures as short as possible. The
silkscreen machine can be changed over
from the last painted glass of the former
part number to the first painted glass of the
new part number within 5-10 minutes,
depending on the level of automation of the
machine. Quick changeover is feasible
because of the technical solutions
incorporated. These include: automatic and
self-adjusting glass registration; automatic
squeegee/flood bar alignment; off-line
screen registration on special table, before
insertion into the machine; and rational and
clear positioning of all controls.
• Centring without nesting

The glass registration system is
completely new and automatic. First, it

The same study has been
done on UV paint ovens.
Starting this year, all
models shall be built
according to innovative
designs, including easy
lamp changeover and better
external insulation from
UV rays, and will then be
marketed at competitive
prices.

Screen printing
machines

Innovative and special features of AISA
screen printers include:
• Speed

All machines can work at high speeds to
achieve a considerably low cycle time, thanks to
excellent mechanical design and sturdy
construction. For household appliance glass
with sizes of 600 mm x 800 mm, the cycle time
varies from 3.8-4.5 seconds. For side windows
with dimensions of 1,250 x 800 mm, the cycle
time ranges from 5-7 seconds. As for backlights,
the cycle time ranges from 9-13 seconds for a

Fig. 2
Infrared

dryer and
cooler GHS

19-2

Fig. 3
Screen
printing
machine
GHS 37/T
with in-line
visual
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operates with rollers made of hard plastic and
does not require registration templates. This
means savings in terms of raw material costs,
labour costs for preparing and maintaining
templates, as well as storage space for them.
Second, the system is autocentering: it allows

Figs. 4 & 5
Screen
printing and
drying line for
automotive
glass

minimisation of glass cutting tolerances which
affect screen printing precision and eliminates
any eventual slack generated by wear.
• Consistent ink thickness

This important feature, common to all AISA
screen printers, is obtained by keeping the
rubber height of the squeegee constant during
production. This guarantees a steady printing
angle and thus, constant ink thickness on the
entire printed surface of the glass.
• Printing to the edge system

All AISA printers can be equipped with a
system which allows printing up to the edge of
the glass.

Conclusion
AISA shall continue to invest in research to

achieve further innovative developments in
technology, which guarantee higher quality and
reliability of its products. It must be added,
however, that continued innovations will be
made possible thanks to the fruitful
collaboration of customers who measure the
real production quality of our machinery .
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